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Focusing mainly on young women, the photographic series Saturday Girl posits identity not as an inner
essence that the camera passively records, but as a ‘deep surface’ it actively creates. This research question
stems from the camera’s ability to solicit more information than its subject intends. Clothing and
accessories – headscarves, hairclips, belt-buckles – become emblems of this disclosure, hairstyles
appearing like botanical growths, magnified by the monochrome background of the mobile portrait studio.

This method – an itinerant approach to studio portraiture – is key to documenting a social phenomenon:
that time of the week when young women seem most exuberant in their appearance. The inclusion of the
occasional man and people of indeterminate gender complicates the issue of what constitutes a ‘Saturday
Girl’, resisting the normative values inherent in the question of ‘what it means to be a woman’.

The context for sharing includes exhibitions at Munro House, Leeds, 2014; Look 15 International
Photography Festival, Liverpool, 2015; Hull International Photography Festival, and Brighton Photo Biennale,
2016; Retina Scottish International, Belfast Exposed and Diffusion Cardiff, 2017; and Format Festival, Derby,
2019 (winning first prize). The project received £21,000 funding from ACE, Leeds Inspired etc. Saturday Girl
had a major feature in The Observer and The Royal Photographic Society Journal. Initially published by Bad
Books, 2014, the complete series is forthcoming, Bluecoat Press, 2019.

While Saturday Girl’s blurring of documentary and fashion photography sits within established canons of
‘typological’ approaches – between Juergen Teller’s Go-Sees and August Sander’s social taxonomies – its
original contribution to the field lies in its depiction of an ostensibly ‘straight’ culture newly receptive to styles
classifiable as androgynous or queer. As a record of the embryonic stage of this process, it’s an important
social document of our time, extending to 15 UK cities.
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“Yesterday this project came to us via an enormous, floppy, colourful publication with each page 
dedicated to a teenage girl from Leeds. This is the photography project of my dreams. 
Photographer Casey Orr has a Ph.D in photography and is a senior lecturer at Leeds Metropolitan 
University, she took time studying the type of girls you see around Leeds and was so fascinated by 
the day they expressed themselves through their fashion and hairstyles she decided to make a 
project out of it.

When you see crowds of them loitering round the town centre in any city it can be easy to just 
assume all these girls dress and look the same, but that is just not the case. Each one of them is a 
powerful woman in the making, carving out their persona with accessories and hairstyles bought 
with part-time job wages and a lot of spare time. These young girls are doing all they can to stand 
out from the crowd and use fashion as a means of doing so. Three cheers for Casey for spotting 
this and for putting these girls in print, on a pedestal where they belong.

This is by no means Casey’s best work, either. Go to her site to find documented voyages, portraits 
of whole towns, and a truly charming series of photos of unlit bonfires built by teenagers. New 
favourite photographer, hands down.”

Liv Siddall, itsnicethat.com 2014



“Casey Orr is a dedicated visual artist who I worked with on the Saturday Girl project as 
part of FORMAT International Photography Festival 2019 at the time I was the FORMAT 
Coordinator. Orr puts her subjects at the heart of her work, Saturday Girl empowered the 
young women that were photographed. The exhibition celebrated girls in its many forms 
through presenting larger than life prints of portraits taken at Orr’s pop-up studios.  

Casey Orr was the recipient of the prestigious FORMAT 2019 Award. Orr gained funds to 
support her exhibition and to bring her pop-up studio to Derby UK. Orr worked with 
assistants from University of Derby to make new work in Derby during FORMAT’s 
opening weekend. Her new work was then exhibited at her FORMAT exhibition.  

Saturday Girl was exhibited at FORMAT in March 2019. Orr and I have kept in contact as I 
am very interested in what she is working on and what new project ideas she is 
developing. Orr goes above and beyond to create innovative projects and exhibitions that 
challenge preconceived ideas. Orr is a dynamic creative individual with a distinct style to 
her photographic practice.”

Bethany Kane  Exposure Photography Festival Coordinator Alberta, Canada



“Saturday Girl project was something I was a part of for 3 years, working along side 
Casey and numerous other budding photographers at the time. As I started the project, 
whilst still at university, it helped with my progression as a photographer, and gave me a 
glimpse into what life was going to be like after university. Being a part of the project and 
working along side Casey, it taught me how to use social skills, for example, interacting 
with the public and liasing with people who were to be photographed. The skills I learnt 
early on through working with Casey are now an integral part of my job today. Therefore, 
having Casey’s project has been a fundamental part of my development as a 
photographer. The project itself also allowed for a knowledge technically too, building our 
own set in any space we could get hold of, so it was the perfect stepping stone into my 
career. The Saturday Girl project has been a huge part of my development and set me in 
good stead to take on a career within the photography industry, so I can’t thank Casey 
enough for the invaluable experience gained.”

Jonathan Peach, Saturday Girl assistant 2015-18, now freelance photographer



The Saturday Girl studio visited 15 towns and  cities between 2013-19 

[Photography by Casey Orr]







Saturday Girl 

(2014)

Exhibition at Leeds Gallery

[Image credit: Leeds Gallery]







Saturday Girl

(2016)

Exhibitions in Hull and Derby

[Images courtesy of the artist]









Saturday Girl 

(2017)

Images from the Middlesbrough series 

[Images courtesy of the artist]



Saturday Girl 

(2017)

Images from the Middlesbrough series 

[Images courtesy of the artist]



Saturday Girl 

(2018)

Images from the Belfast series 

Images courtesy of the artist



Saturday Girl 

(2018)

Images from the Belfast series 

Images courtesy of the artist



Immy and Ione Lamb – an ongoing portrait 
collaboration (2014-19)

[Photography by Casey Orr]



Immy and Ione Lamb – an ongoing portrait 
collaboration (2014-19)

[Photography by Casey Orr]



Between 2014-19 Saturday Girl expanded into a 
space for queer expression



Between 2014-19 Saturday Girl expanded into a 
space for queer expression



Between 2014-19 Saturday Girl expanded into a 
space for queer expression



Saturday Girl (2014)

[Published by Bad Books Press] 

Saturday Girl (2020)

[Published by Bluecoat Press]





Saturday Girl (2015)

[Liverpool Look15 International Photography Festival publication]

Giant book made for Format19 International Photography Festival 

(2019) [Image courtesy of the artist]



“Working with photographer Casey Orr on her project 
Saturday Girl was fun, playful and empowering. 
Travelling around the UK was an opportunity to meet 
people I otherwise wouldn’t have and allowed me to 
grow in confidence not only personally but also 
creatively. The shoots were lively and full of laughter 
which directly fed into the vibrancy of her portraits.”

Jennifer Smith, Saturday Girl assistant 2016-18, now freelance graphic designer and photographer



“We came across the Saturday girl project when we were 15 
years old and out shopping in Leeds city centre. As most 
teenagers do we were exploring our style and what it mean to 
us and to be picked out for that was amazing and really 
encouraged us to carry on exploring who we wanted to be! We 
become good friends with Casey and continued to document 
our ever changing style and look over the years! I’m 22 now and 
it’s amazing to have been involved in such a special project over 
the years and look back and see how much we’ve changed! So 
grateful to have been involved and so grateful for all the 
amazing things we’ve done because of it.”

Immy Lamb, Saturday Girl participant



“I had an interview this week for studying 
fashion at Liverpool John Moores and I have 
been offered a place! I just want to thank you 
for everything you’ve done for us over the years, 
all of the amazing photos and support! I 
couldn’t have done it without you! XX”

Ione Lamb, Saturday Girl participant



Selection of publications featuring Saturday Girl 
(2014-19)















Saturday Girl (2019) was also presented as part of Liverpool Irish 
Festival and at Open Eye Gallery, Tate Exchange, Tate Liverpool 

https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-liverpool/tate-
exchange/workshop/women-mentors

https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-liverpool/tate-exchange/workshop/women-mentors
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Originally from Delaware, USA, Dr Casey Orr now lives in England
where she works as a photographer, researcher and Senior
Lecturer at Leeds Beckett University. She holds a Ph.D in
photography. Her work is supported by Arts Council England and
has been shown most recently in The Observer Magazine, The
Royal Photographic Society’s Contemporary Photography
Magazine, as part of the Tour De France cultural program as well
as The Yorkshire Sculpture Park and (the first time the walls of a
prison have been used as a space for art) at HM Prison Leeds.

Tony Cearns caught up with Casey ahead of her visit to
Liverpool this Saturday (9th May) as part of LOOK/15 Liverpool
International Festival of Photography.

Tony Cearns

Casey, I find your “Saturday Girls” work so immediate, playful and
refreshingly uncomplicated, but I suspect this apparent simplicity
belies a depth in which your choice of subject tells us something
about yourself and the nature of photography. Could you tell us a
little about this and how photography shapes you as a person?

Casey Orr

My work starts with the autobiographical for sure. My current
subject stems from the experience of being a woman and
wondering about the lives of women and their specific relationship
to power and visibility. My daughter just turned 13, so I think a lot
about what it means to be a teenage girl and the ways we all
navigated those years of change.

Hair is a performance, and cities on Saturdays are performance
spaces where leisure, promenading and playful self-expression
come together. The series is about the ways in which women
communicate identity non-verbally. I love how there are hairstyles
that keep returning and being reworked for new generations. It’s a
passing down of culture through generations of women, playing
with different versions of becoming visible. These expressions of

self aren’t something new but a re-contextualising of forms that
have been inherited from mothers and grandmothers and back into
our shared past. What seems so simple, so normal, is actually a
really sophisticated form of communication.

Saturday Girl is about young women but also about how
photography is woven into our lives. The portraits join the debates
surrounding images of young women and the ubiquitous selfie
culture; the continual sophisticated editing of self that is played out
in social media.

So with Saturday Girl I’m using the language of photography to
question the language of photography. And the Saturday Girl
portraits are trying to do this, to show an alternative version of
what it is to be female.

Tony Cearns

I am interested in something you said in your blog …“The act of
picture taking is one of being utterly aware and present, watching,
looking, immersion in now”.

I think it was Ansel Adams who said “To the complaint, ‘There are
no people in these photographs,’ I respond, ‘there are always two
people: the photographer and the viewer.”

Your portfolio is varied in subject matter and style, as equally
comfortable in portraiture as it is in documentary. Which style of
photography best allows you to explore your relationship to things
and people and why?

Casey Orr

I think of my work as storytelling, through portraiture. For me,
landscape is important punctuation in the story but the people are
my main interest.

Ceans, T. (2015)‘Casey Orr in 
Conversation with Tony Cearns’, 
Look Photography Festival blog, 
05/2015, 
https://lookphotofestivalblog.wo
rdpress.com/2015/05/07/in-
conversation-with-casey-orr/

https://lookphotofestivalblog.wordpress.com/2015/05/07/in-conversation-with-casey-orr/


Saturday Girl is a social documentary project. It has more in
common conceptually with street photography than anything else
but consciously borrows from the language of fashion
photography; this interests me. There are so many great examples
of these approaches clashing – the studio environment used in
documentary work – from Richard Avedon’s ‘In The American
West’, Irving Penn’s ‘Small Trades’, to Terry Jones’ ID Magazine
‘Straight Up’ street style portraits and their legacy in the cultural
mix of art and fashion photography.

In reference to the first quote; yes, I often have this conversation
with my yoga teacher sister. There’s a lot of similarity in our work in
the way in which taking photographs, like yoga, is a surrendering to
the present. You heighten your awareness and just notice what’s
happening right now and respond to that. I love the relationship to
the world and to people that photography allows, demands even.
There’s an awareness of the whole swirling, moving wonder of this
life and my connection to it all.

Photographing is a time of intuitive decision making, a time of not
thinking, planning or worrying but of being, and there’s a great joy in
that. And then the practice becomes a way of stopping time, of
preserving and collecting, a type of taxidermy even! And there’s a
friction in these modes of photography that has engaged me for
most of my life.

Second quote; yes, there’s no such thing as objectivity. My
photographs are a response to my own wondering about this life. I
think of my portraits as collaborations in the way that, when they
work, they reveal as much about me as they do about the subject. I
am always there in the images yet photography hides this. Its
ability to describe still dazzles us, even though we’re such
sophisticated consumers of images, we mistake the photograph as
single truth.

Tony Cearns

Despite a recent revival in film, many photographers have left it
behind for good. Estranged from your twin lens Mamiya you
yourself have lamented,

“I don’t want to go back to those ways of working, but I’ve lost
something beautiful and I can hardly bear to face that loss.” What
is it that you have lost? Do you think this has changed your
photography?

Casey Orr

I still feel very conflicted by this change to digital. For me the
problem doesn’t lie with the production values or quality of the final
images which are exciting and staggering, but I worked well with
the rough and tumble of a reliable, simple and mechanical tool;
glass, metal and wood – often tossed in my backpack, wrapped in
a tea towel. My 5×4 wooden Wista was essential to many of my
projects – this cumbersome, heavy and labour-intensive way of
working became a prop, a focus and ice-breaker between me and
whoever I was photographing. I never like 35 mm cameras – I don’t
want to work that fast anyway – I’m much better when I’m slowed
down by equipment.

Photography has multiple functions, one being art, other usages
are as a tool that has been universally used and misused in support
of power systems – recording, taxonomy, advertising, science and
police work and I feel, with the digital cameras, very uncomfortable
being misinterpreted as one of these photographers.

My cameras now work like computers, wondrous, complicated
things with battery-fuelled excellence. I’m still conflicted but I’m not
going back.

Ceans, T. (2015)‘Casey Orr in 
Conversation with Tony Cearns’, 
Look Photography Festival blog, 
05/2015, 
https://lookphotofestivalblog.wo
rdpress.com/2015/05/07/in-
conversation-with-casey-orr/

https://lookphotofestivalblog.wordpress.com/2015/05/07/in-conversation-with-casey-orr/


Tony Cearns

I am very taken with your Mason-Dixon work. It has the feel of the
“American Road Trip” genre reminiscent of Robert Frank, Inge
Morat, Eggleston and others. What was the background to this
work? I always think it refreshing to get a non-British take on the
UK. Are you tempted to do something similar in the UK?

Casey Orr

I grew up along the Mason-Dixon Line and was interested in the
powerful differentiation of cultures that exist on either sides of this
line. I’ve spent a lot of time exploring invisibility and the way in
which we embody culture and belonging. This internalised border is
another version of the invisible power systems that exist – this is
the stuff I’m trying to photograph.

I did an English journey a few years ago, By Water, which involved
me riding my bike along the Leeds-Liverpool Canal to Liverpool
where I boarded a container-ship to America. This way of exploring
is thrilling and joyful. I can think of no better way to spend days
than moving through landscape and culture with the only aim being
to look, question, meet new people and make photographs.

Tony Cearns

Whose work do you currently admire and why? Aside from the
influences in your formative years, which photographers most
influence you now? What is it about their work that you find so
powerful?

I love the resurgence in photography books. Photography feels like
an exceptionally healthy and vibrant world at the moment full of
quiet stories told with graphic and poetic integrity. I’m also really
drawn to the way in which people are collaborating. Photography
that functions as political activism and community engagement,
while still having creative integrity, is really exciting. Just a few
examples are Alec Soth and Little Brown Mushroom Press; Hoxton

Mini Press, Emily Schiffer’s public art and community engagement
project See Potential.

Tony Cearns

As a Senior Lecturer at Leeds Beckett University, what do you think
you have gained by straddling two occupations: that of
photographer and that of teacher and researcher? Has it influenced
your photography? If so, how?

Casey Orr

I work on the Graphic Art and Design course at Leeds Beckett so
my colleagues and students are of those disciplines – graphic
design, illustration, animation, typography, theory and performance
as well as photography – I love thinking about documentary
photography in that context – in relation to other disciplines. I think
it’s vital for students to think about the context of their work, the
graphic context but also the political context. My colleagues and I
collaborate with students on events, performances and
celebrations of feminism. We work within the city, having
exhibitions and infiltrate the city in different ways. I love the
atmosphere. I strongly believe in the relevance of art school and
the importance of play, creativity and spontaneity.

Ceans, T. (2015)‘Casey Orr in 
Conversation with Tony Cearns’, 
Look Photography Festival blog, 
05/2015, 
https://lookphotofestivalblog.wo
rdpress.com/2015/05/07/in-
conversation-with-casey-orr/
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Tony Cearns

What advice do you give to your students who are serious about
making a mark as photographers?

Casey Orr

I tell them to follow their hearts; to trust themselves and be sure
they’re making decisions that come from following their dreams,
not their fears. My advice is “be hungry, be brave, be nice and ask
lots of questions”.

Tony Cearns

How has your approach developed in recent years and how do you
see it developing in the future? What’s next?

Casey Orr

Saturday Girl is heading to other cities. And I’m also working on a
new series, “Animality: Women, Animals and Intuition”, which is
about the different ways women engage with animals and our
animal selves.

There are so many projects I want to do, so many pictures to take.
Along with these larger, longer projects I have on-going
commissions for different clients and a few exciting collaborations
in the pipeline. All of this somehow fits around my kids and family
and friends and my lifelong obsession with swimming at every
opportunity.

Ceans, T. (2015)‘Casey Orr in 
Conversation with Tony Cearns’, 
Look Photography Festival blog, 
05/2015, 
https://lookphotofestivalblog.wo
rdpress.com/2015/05/07/in-
conversation-with-casey-orr/
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Earnshaw, J. (2020) Statement 
of Support from Jane Earnshaw, 
Principal Arts Officer, Leeds City 

Council, Leeds Inspired www.leeds.gov.uk general enquiries 0113 222 4444 

  
  Leeds Inspired 
  Town Hall 
  The Headrow 
  Leeds  
  LS1 3AD 
 
   
  Tel: 0113 3786009 
 jane.earnshaw@leeds.gov.uk 
 
 21/04/2020 

Dear Leeds Beckett University 

It is my pleasure to write a letter of support for Casey Orr and the Saturday Girl project. 

Casey applied to Leeds Inspired in 2013 for grant funding for the Saturday Girl project. Our grant schemes are 
always heavily oversubscribed so competition for funds is fierce but even at the application stage Casey’s 
project stood out as wanting to do something different. Few projects work with teenage girls and here was a 
project that wanted to really meet teenage girls on their own terms. It wasn’t about teaching them, it wasn’t 
about role models or aspirations, it was about them, about who they were and where they were at and about 
celebrating them as women. But our support was never just about the participants, we also wanted to support 
Casey as a photographer to create this body of work, Leeds Inspired is as much about supporting artists as it is 
about enabling Leeds residents to access the arts.  

We knew that Saturday Girl would be a great project but we could not have foreseen how it would grow into the 
huge prize winning national project that it became. That Casey has delivered different editions of Saturday Girl 
in different cities across the U.K. is testament to the strength of the project and the arresting power of her 
photography.  

We are proud to have played a role in supporting the project and we look forward to seeing what Casey does 
next. 

Best Wishes 

Principal Arts Officer 
Leeds Inspired, Leeds City Council, City Development, Culture & Sport 

Leeds Beckett University 



Ricalton, E. (2019) ‘Saturday girls: young women ready for the weekend 
– in pictures’, The Guardian Observer, 23 March

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/gallery/2019/mar/23/sat
urday-girls-young-women-photography-casey-orr?page=with%3Aimg-
10

Saturday Girl 

Photo essay in The Guardian Observer

[Image from newspaper and webpage]

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/gallery/2019/mar/23/saturday-girls-young-women-photography-casey-orr?page=with%3Aimg-10


“On Saturday afternoons over the past five years, photographer Casey 
Orr set up pop-up portrait studios in 14 cities and towns across the UK, 
including Leeds, Preston and Cardiff, waiting for young women to come 
along dressed up for the weekend. In all she photographed about 600 of 
them for her Saturday Girl project, which explores identity and self-
expression. “There’s a certain time when a woman becomes visible in the 
world and there’s a power in that,” says Orr, who is also a lecturer at Leeds 
Beckett University. “It becomes a currency; the way you present yourself 
and the clothes you wear can be very creative and playful. It’s a really 
sophisticated thing.” A selection of these images are on show until 14 
April at Format international photography festival in Derby, each over a 
metre wide (to be “experienced more as paintings”) and a book will be 
published by Bluecoat Press later in the year.”

Ricalton, E. (2019) ‘Saturday girls: young women ready for the weekend – in pictures’, The Guardian Observer, 23 March



“Casey’s sensitivity is vital to Saturday Girl’s 
success. Her process has been kind and 
observations generous. The portraits exude this 
and elevate ‘the girl’ for anyone witnessing the 
image.” 

Smith, E. (2019) ‘Saturday Girl’, In:Visible Women brochure, 10/19, Available at: 
https://issuu.com/livirishfest/docs/iw_brochure_final



Smith, E. (2019) ‘Saturday Girl’, In:Visible Women brochure, 10/19, 
Available at: https://issuu.com/livirishfest/docs/iw_brochure_final



“Casey’s work came to my attention early in 2015. I was then Executive Director of LOOK, Liverpool 
International Photography Festival. 

After my season at LOOK, I moved to the Liverpool Irish Festival. Based on the genetics of the city, I 
knew many of the Saturday Girl images Casey shot in 2015 would have been of Liverpool Irish and 
Irish girls. I liked working with Casey and had seen how people responded to the work. I knew it 
would provide a really interesting conversation within the strand of work I had developed 
regarding In:Visible Women and Irish culture. I wondered what looking at Liverpool, compared to 
Belfast, would show us. The Festival had become a Tate Associate (2019) and was running a week 
long project for In:Visible Women. We mounted a small exhibit of 6 key images in the Tate 
Exchange space (Liverpool) plus a rolling presentation of a further 10, alongside the beautifully 
produced (giant) book of images Casey had generated of portraits from around the country. 

There appear to be no limits to the ability of these portraits to speak to us, teach us about our 
society and instruct us about our specific time. Bearing witness to the girls of two cities or more, 
simultaneously, begins conversations, offers pathways into identity theory and elevates the idea of 
‘story’. If we can question the artifice of the portrait, we can start to penetrate the depths of our own 
story. Saturday Girl does this with a ‘bubble-gum ease’. The images are intense and generous; 
personal but engaging; brave, but not arrogant. This seems to me very much like the process Casey 
used to develop Saturday Girl and the ongoing way in which she embodies her activism and skills.”
Emma Smith – Director, Liverpool Irish Festival, 4 January 2020



Derby is a small British city but once every two years it hosts a big
event – the FORMAT Festival. Directed by the well-respected
photography specialist Louise Fedotov-Clements and running since
2004, FORMAT has established a firm reputation for interesting
international work, and FORMAT19 looks set to continue the good
work with exhibitions spread across both Derby and another
neighbouring city, Nottingham. Taking place next spring,
FORMAT19 is themed FOREVER/NOW and takes on an interesting
contemporary question – the role of documentary photography.

“In 2007, while the photography world was still grappling with the
idea of photography as an interpretive, non-narrative, non-
representational medium, writer Lucy Soutter wrote about the
‘expressive’ versus the ‘straight’ documentary photograph,
insightfully characterising the then two sides of the debate,” runs
the FORMAT19 press material.

“Since then photography has grown to encompass many
manifestations of the ‘crooked’ image through hybrid forms and
visual practises and no longer worries about narrative versus
abstraction, expressive versus objective. The new generation of
photographic artists rush towards the new, embracing the rapid
transformation that technology and cultural exchanges bring to it.”

As such it’s not surprising to see that the lead exhibition, a group
show titled Mutable/Multiple features the work of Max Pinckers,
whose celebrated book Margins of Excess is a look at
documentary photography in the ‘post-truth’ era. This show also
includes work by Stefanie Moshammer, Amani Willett, Anne Golaz,
Virginie Rebetez, and Edgar Martins and has been co- curated by
Fedotov-Clements and Tim Clark to encourage “a further re-
evaluation of the photographic narrative form”.

Other exhibitions in the festival include newly-commissioned work
by Japanese artist Kensuke Koike, and exhibitions drawn from an
open call which attracted 10,000 images from 47 countries;

FORMAT19 will also host the premiere of SIXTEEN, a multimedia
project that asked what it’s like to be 16 in Britain now. Put together
by project director Craig Easton and editorial director Anne
Braybon, SIXTEEN features work by sixteen photographers and
film makers.

Also included is an exhibition of work by industrial photographer
Maurice Broomfield curated by Martin Barnes, V&A senior curator
of photographs, plus exhibitions by emerging photographers
Camillo Pasquarelli, Sharbendu De, Lucia Sekerková, Synchrodogs,
and Dylan Hausthor. Laura Pannack’s project Separation, which
shows couples affected by the vote on Brexit and which was
commissioned by BJP-linked organisation 1854 Media, will also be
on show.

The festival opening weekend takes place from 14-17 March, and
includes a Photo Book Market curated by Polycopies head honcho
Sebastian Arthur Hau, a conference organised by the University of
Derby, a portfolio review, and much more.

FORMAT19 is open from 15 March-14 April 2019 in venues across
Derby and Nottingham. The opening weekend is from 15-17 March
https://formatfestival.com

Smyth, D. (2018) ‘FORMAT 
Festival returns to Derby’, British 
Journal of Photography, 17 
December

https://www.bjp-
online.com/2018/12/format19/

https://www.bjp-online.com/2018/12/format19/


Saturday Girl won the Format Photography Festival Award in 2019
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Key Dates:
April 2014 [Exhibition] Gallery Munro House, Leeds UK
April 2014 Saturday Girl book published with Bad Books
June 2014 Saturday Girl photo essay published in The Royal Photographic Society 
Contemporary Photography Journal
May 2015 [Exhibition and Publication] Look 15, Liverpool International Photography Festival
April 2016 [Exhibition] Hull International Photography Festival 
March 2019 [Exhibition and Prize Winner] Format International Photography Festival, Derby
March 2019 Saturday Girl photo essay published in The Observer
October 2019 [Exhibition and presentation] Tate Exchange Tate Liverpool as part of Open Eye 
Gallery and Liverpool Irish Festival
2020 Saturday Girl book published with Bluecoat Press 

Funding:
Arts Council England (2014, £5000)
Leeds Inspired (2014, £7000)
Arts Council England (2016, £7000)

Link:
https://www.caseyorr.com

http://www.leedsbeckett.ac.uk/larc
https://www.caseyorr.com/

